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Abstract—Dual-mode and/or dual-band microwave filters often
employ high quality factor ( ), physically large, and frequency
static cavity resonators or low , compact, and tunable planar
resonators. While each resonator type has advantages, choosing
a dual-mode and/or dual-band resonator type is often limited by
these extremes. In this paper, a new dual-mode and/or dual-band
resonator is shown with (360–400) that is higher than that of
planar resonators while being frequency tunable (6.7% tuning
range) and compact relative to standard cavity resonators. In
addition, both degenerate modes of the resonator are tunable
using a single actuator. The resonator is used in a single-resonator
two-pole filter design and a double-resonator dual-band filter
design. An analytical model is developed and design techniques
are given for both designs. Measured results confirm that the
proposed resonator fits between the design spaces of established
dual-mode and/or dual-band resonator types and could find ap-
plication in systems that require a combination of relatively high
, tuning capability, and ease of integration.

Index Terms—Filters, microwave filters, multi-mode filters, pas-
sive filters, tunable filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

D UAL-MODE resonator filters are often used in applica-
tions where volume and weight are critical design param-

eters, including satellite andmobile systems [1]. Past dual-mode
filter structures have utilized rectangular [2], [3], circular [4],
triangular [5], and other shaped planar resonators [6], as well
as metal cavity [7], dielectric-resonator-loaded metal cavity [8],
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and strontium–titanate resonators [9]. All of these structures
offer their own respective advantages. Planar dual-mode struc-
tures can have comparatively low volume and weight compared
with other dual-mode filter structures. In addition, the required
surface area for a planar dual-mode filter can be further reduced
using meandering [10]. In [10], 68% size reduction of a con-
ventional square dual-mode resonator is shown through mean-
dering. Dual-mode filters can also have frequency tuning capa-
bility through the use of varactors [11]. In [11], a 35% frequency
tuning dual-mode bandpass filter is shown. However, tunable
planar filters often have low resonator quality factors ( ) on
the order of 20–200 due to substrate and tuning element losses.
The volume and weight of metal cavity dual-mode filters can

be significantly reduced while retaining high resonator values
on the order of 1000–10 000 by using dielectric loading, rect-
angular ridge resonators [12], or transverse magnetic modes
[13]. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) dual-mode filters
[14]–[16] add simple integration of a filter with other system
components at a slight cost to due to increased dielectric
losses compared with an air-filled cavity. However, these res-
onators are difficult to electronically tune due to their resonator
field distributions. Additionally, while these technologies pro-
vide valuable volume and weight savings over single-mode air-
filled metal cavity filters, they still have dimensions that are sig-
nificant fractions of a wavelength at their operating frequencies.
An additional feature of some dual-mode resonator structures

is the capability to produce dual-band filter responses through
the use of multiple sets of coupled resonances from the same
resonator. Examples of dual-band filters that use dual-mode res-
onators can be seen in [1]–[4], [7], [17], and [18], with most
using resonators that belong to the planar or metal cavity cat-
egories described above. Planar dual-band filters where either
one or both of the passbands are tunable have also been pre-
sented [19], [20]. In [19], the lower passband is tunable over a
22.2% frequency range, and the upper passband is tunable over
a 19.6% frequency range. In [20], over 17% tuning of the upper
passband is achieved while the lower passband remains static.
Currently, dual-mode and dual-band filter designers must

choose between compact tunable low- planar designs or
potentially bulky, static, high- cavity, or dielectric resonator
designs. In some applications it would be useful to have a
resonator structure that has some of the compactness and
tuning capability of past planar designs while retaining a
approaching those of cavity-based designs. This paper presents
a new type of highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator filter
that can fill this need. In contrast to previous highly loaded
coaxial cavity resonator filters with wide spurious-free ranges
[21]–[23], the proposed resonator has a loading post, the center
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conductor of the coaxial structure, which is split into multiple
pieces to create new modes that can be used to create filter
responses. While the new resonator structure can be made
using any type of conductor-walled cavity such as machined
bulk metal, the measured implementations shown in this paper
use plated via-defined substrate-integrated cavities [21]–[26].
However, substrate-integrated cavities are not required to use
the resonator presented in this paper. A dual-mode two-pole
filter using one of these resonators is shown in which the
fundamental mode and both degenerate resonances can be
tuned with a single actuator. This is a significant operational
advantage over both past dual-mode filter designs and past
single-mode highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator filters [21]
because it simplifies potential control circuits. Finally, a tunable
dual-band filter with a two-pole response in its lower band and
a four-pole response in its higher band is shown that uses
two of the new highly loaded coaxial cavity resonators. This
structure is unique compared with previous dual-band filter
implementations that use two resonances per physical resonator
because the first band is created using the fundamental mode
of the resonators and the second band is created using both of
the next higher degenerate modes of the resonators for a total
of three resonances per physical resonator.

II. INTERSECTING PARALLEL-PLATE WAVEGUIDE
LOADED RESONATORS

Previously presented tunable coaxial cavity filters are tuned
by physically modulating a small gap between the capacitive
loading post and the wall of the cavity. In order to enable
dual-band and dual-mode responses, the loading post of a
coaxial cavity resonator is sliced into several wedge-shaped
pieces in this work, creating degenerate modes in the resulting
intersecting parallel-plate waveguide sections inside the post.
A model of a highly loaded coaxial cavity where the loading
post has been sliced into four wedges can be seen on the left
side of Fig. 1. The four wedge pieces create two orthogonal
parallel-plate waveguide sections inside the loading post.
Fig. 1 shows important design parameters of the intersecting
parallel-plate waveguide loaded resonator, including the cavity
radius , loading post radius , cavity height , span
of the gaps between wedge pieces , and gap between the
four-wedge loading post and the top wall of the cavity .
These design parameters can be used to manipulate the typical
fundamental mode of the highly loaded coaxial cavity resonator
as well as three new additional modes that are created through
the division of the loading post into four wedge pieces. The
right side of Fig. 1 shows ANSYS HFSS simulated vector
plots of the electric field (left) and magnetic field (right) of the:
fundamental (a); degenerate (b and c); and first higher-order
spurious modes (d) of the resonator. The degenerate modes are
orthogonal in space but share the same underlying geometry
and boundary conditions. Therefore, in the absence of pertur-
bation the degenerate modes occur at the same frequency.
An analytical model for fast approximation and theoretical

understanding of the four modes shown in Fig. 1 can be con-
structed through expansion of the electromagnetic analysis in
[27]. The fundamental mode [see Fig. 1(a)] frequency is mod-
eled by approximating the cavity inductance as the inductance

Fig. 1. Profile and side views of a four-wedge intersecting parallel-plate wave-
guide loaded coaxial cavity resonator. (left) and (right) fields of: a) fun-
damental mode, b) and c) degenerate modes, and d) first spurious mode.

of a length of coaxial cable and the cavity capacitance as
the parallel-plate capacitance between the loading post wedges
and the top wall of the cavity and the capacitance of a length

of coaxial cable in parallel. The fundamental mode fre-
quency in terms of the resonator geometry is

(1)
where is the parallel-plate capacitance between the loading
post top and cavity wall incorporating the fringing field approx-
imation in [28] and given by

(2)

and is the capacitance of a length of coaxial cable
given by

(3)

Note that these formulas account for the reduction in the par-
allel-plate capacitor area caused by by using an effective post
radius given by

(4)

The same parallel-plate capacitor model can be used to de-
termine an expression for the energy stored in the electric field
for the degenerate modes. However, the capacitance of the in-
tersecting parallel-plate waveguide sections inside the loading
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post, which is in parallel with the parallel-plate capacitance be-
tween the post and cavity wall, must also be taken into account
to accurately model the degenerate modes. The energy stored in
the electric field of the degenerate modes can be written as

(5)

where is the electric field, is the permittivity of the dielec-
tric inside the cavity, is the effective area of the capacitance
for the degenerate mode, and is the magnitude of the electric
field. For the degenerate modes, the magnetic field concentra-
tion is much higher in the volume between the post wedges than
in the volume exterior to the loading post if is small relative
to , so it is also assumed that all of the current for this mode is
flowing on the parallel-plate walls interior to the loading post.
The magnetic field in the resonator can be calculated from the
current density on the parallel-plate walls interior to the loading
post. Therefore, the energy stored in the magnetic field of the
degenerate modes can be written as

(6)

where is the permeability of the dielectric inside the cavity,
is the gap between wedge pieces, and is radian frequency.

Equating (5) and (6) at resonance yields the degenerate mode
frequency, , in terms of the resonator geometry

(7)

where is the capacitance of one of the intersecting par-
allel-plate waveguide sections inside the loading post and is de-
fined as

(8)
Note that the dimension is the width of the parallel-plate
waveguide section, and the dimension is its height. A fringing
field approximation from [29] is also used in (8). An expression
for the first higher order spurious mode frequency can be ob-
tained from (7) by reducing the effective area of the parallel-
plate capacitance by a factor of 2. Therefore, the first higher
order spurious mode frequency is

(9)

Note that is modeled to be the same for both and
because the magnetic field curls around a single loading post
wedge piece in the analysis of . Although it encounters a bend
along this path, it encounters the same length of parallel-plate
waveguide interior to the loading post as in the analysis of
where the magnetic field traverses the diameter of the loading
post. The effect of the bend is only significant for large ratios of

Table I
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF SIMULATED DUAL-MODE CAVITIES

Fig. 2. Resonant frequencies calculated by the analytical model and ANSYS
HFSS eigenmode simulation of the cavities described in Table I.

and that are beyond the scope of the design space focused
on in this paper.
In order to determine the accuracy of the model described

above, it was checked against HFSS eigenmode simulations of
dual-mode highly loaded coaxial cavities with the dimensions
shown in Table I. For all cases, the permittivity and permeability
were set to their respective free-space values and and were
kept constant to highlight the effects of varying values and ratios
of and . Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the calculated reso-
nant frequency versus gap from the analytical model and
ANSYS HFSS eigenmode simulations for the four modes dis-
cussed above. Note that as the ratio of and changes, the ratio
of the frequencies of the fundamental and degenerate modes
changes. Using this ratio, the frequency spacing of the funda-
mental and degenerate modes can be set for dual-band filter de-
sign.
It can be seen that the resonant frequencies calculated by the

analytical model are very close to those calculated by the eigen-
mode simulations for small gaps and small . The analytical
model becomes less accurate for large because the fringing
field capacitance approximation used in (2) is not exact. Sim-
ilarly, it becomes less accurate for large because the effect
of the fringing field approximation is magnified in this situa-
tion. While the analytical model has limitations at the extremes
of the design space, it is accurate enough to be used to obtain
a starting point for full-wave simulation and simple enough to
provide understanding of the resonator’s operation.
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Fig. 3. External versus coupling aperture sweep angle for the fundamental
and degenerate modes of the proposed resonator.

III. BANDPASS FILTER DESIGN USING PARALLEL-PLATE
WAVEGUIDE LOADED CAVITIES

In order to design a filter with a specific type of resonator,
external coupling and inter-resonator coupling values available
from that resonator with particular coupling structures must be
known and understood. This section will show design graphs
of the simulated available coupling values of a parallel-plate
waveguide loaded coaxial cavity with specific coupling struc-
tures. These structures are meant to serve as examples and are
not exclusive. Values for external coupling from a port to a res-
onator, intra-resonator coupling between two degenerate modes
within a single cavity, and inter-resonator coupling between two
cavities will be shown.

A. External Coupling

Many highly loaded coaxial cavity resonators and filters use
apertures to achieve external coupling, and aperture coupling
can be used in parallel-plate waveguide loaded coaxial cavities
as well. A simulation model of a resonator with aperture cou-
pling can be seen in the inset in Fig. 3. The aperture is created by
sweeping the end of the insulated traces of a coplanar waveguide
transmission line along an angle. The simulation model consists
of an 8-mm radius substrate-integrated cavity defined by plated
vias and a copper loading post of radius 3.55-mm cut into four
wedges. Note that the geometry of this resonator is the same
as that used in the fabricated example shown later in this paper,
and a more detailed description will be given in Section IV. Ad-
ditionally, while the analysis above assumed solid cavity walls
and bulk metal loading post elements, the performance of highly
loaded via-defined geometries can still be well predicted by the
analysis because the capacitance between the top of the loading
post and the top wall of the resonator dominates the total capac-
itance. For less-loaded structures, bulk metal is recommended.
For this study, the aperture sweep angle, defined graphically in
Fig. 3, was swept from 20° to 90°. External coupling values
were extracted according the method described in [30] for the
fundamental and degenerate modes for gaps of 10, 50, and
100 m. Fig. 3 shows that the aperture sweep angle and gap

parameters can be used to obtain desired external coupling
values. The ratio of the fundamental mode and degenerate mode

Fig. 4. Ratio of external of the fundamental and degenerate modes versus
coupling aperture sweep angle for resonators with various outer radii .

external coupling values can be seen in Fig. 4 for different sizes
of cavities. Three lines in Fig. 4 show ratios of the external cou-
pling values shown in Fig. 3 for three values of . The other two
lines show ratios of the external coupling values of resonators
with 25% larger or smaller outer diameters , respectively,
with a of 50 m. Fig. 4 shows that the outer diameter of the
cavities can be designed to provide different ratios of external
coupling, enabling the design of dual-band filters with indepen-
dent bandwidths. Such a change effectively changes the relative
amount of capacitive loading in the cavity, or equivalently, the
resonator’s characteristic impedance at different frequencies. In
summary, a filter designer can set the ratio of external coupling
values using the technique shown in Fig. 4 and then set the abso-
lute coupling values by using the coupling aperture sweep angle,
as shown in Fig. 3.

B. Intra-Resonator Coupling

Intra-resonator coupling refers to the coupling between
degenerate modes inside a single cavity. It can be implemented
with an additive or subtractive feature in one corner of the
cavity’s loading post. Alternatively, it can be implemented
with a via or other conductive element that is located radially
outward from the loading post. A mode splitting feature can
be seen in the inset of Fig. 5 on the upper right corner of the
loading post. Fig. 5 also shows values for mode splitting
feature radii from 0.1 to 1 mm using a similar cavity as was
used for the external coupling simulations above. is
defined as

(10)

where and are the frequencies of the peaks seen in the
transmission response when a pair of coupled resonances is cou-
pled to the measurement ports using weak external coupling.
Fig. 5 shows that relatively small perturbations to the loading
post can produce a wide range of values of while not
strongly affecting the fundamental mode frequency. Note also
that is not a strong function of the gap between the
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Fig. 5. Intra-resonator coupling, , versus radius of mode-splitting post
feature.

Fig. 6. Inter-resonator coupling, , versus coupling iris width.

loading post and top wall of the cavity, allowing to be used as
a design parameter for external coupling.

C. Inter-Resonator Coupling

Inter-resonator coupling between cavity resonators can be
implemented with waveguide irises. An example of a wave-
guide iris used to couple two parallel-plate waveguide loaded
substrate-integrated cavities can be seen in the inset in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 also shows that inter-resonator coupling, , is a func-
tion of coupling iris width and . is defined as

(11)

where and are the frequencies of the peaks seen in the
transmission response when a pair of coupled resonances is cou-
pled to the measurement ports using weak external coupling.
Note that is also a function of the spacing between the cou-
pled cavities and any perturbations in the iris, but these concepts

Fig. 7. Coupling-routing diagram for all four resonances of interest of the two-
pole single-resonator bandpass filter.

will not be shown here. Additionally, low- or high-pass struc-
tures can be added in parallel with the iris to affect the frequency
dependence of the coupling iris [21], effectively changing the
ratio of inter-resonator coupling for the fundamental and degen-
erate modes of a pair of parallel-plate waveguide loaded cavi-
ties since the fundamental and degenerate modes occur at dif-
ferent frequencies. Using waveguide irises, -pole filters that
use two degenerate modes per resonator can be designed, where
is an even integer. Now that the coupling values and example

methods to manipulate them are understood, Section IV will
present design examples.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

A. Two-Pole Single-Resonator Bandpass Filter

This section will provide an overview of the design and
layout of a 1.2% 3-dB fractional bandwidth Butterworth
two-pole filter that is tunable about a frequency of 4.45 GHz
and uses a single intersecting parallel-plate waveguide loaded
resonator. The coupling and routing diagram of the structure
can be seen in Fig. 7. A coupling matrix will be shown later
in this paper to describe certain aspects of the measured re-
sponses. The design utilizes a fabrication procedure that has
been used by the authors previously, and more detailed descrip-
tions of the process can be found in [22], [31], and [32]. The
resonator was designed as a substrate integrated resonator in a
3.175-mm-thick Rogers TMM3 ( ,
@ 10 GHz) substrate, and its simulation model can be seen
in Fig. 8 along with simulation results of a weakly coupled
forward transmission coefficient that shows the modes used for
filtering. However, it is important to note that these resonators
can be implemented using a multitude of fabrication tech-
niques ranging from standard bulk metal machining to more
complicated microfabrication techniques. The geometry shown
in Fig. 8 was estimated using the design equations presented
in Section II and optimized using ANSYS HFSS software.
In addition to what is shown in Fig. 8, the nominal gap
between the loading post and the top flexible wall of the cavity
was designed to be 80 m, and it was physically implemented
by stacking three layers of 1-mil Dupont Pyralux LFO100
adhesive when laminating the flexible copper top wall of the
cavity. Mechanically modulating produces frequency tuning
of the filter, and this modulation was done using 0.38-mm-thick
12.7-mm-diameter piezoelectric disk actuators from Piezo
Systems Inc.
Another design aspect to note from Fig. 8 is that a plated

via was used to obtain intra-resonator coupling instead of the
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Fig. 8. Simulationmodel of the single-resonator dual-mode filter and simulated
weakly coupled forward transmission coefficient showing fundamental and de-
generate modes used for filtering. Nominal m.

mode-splitting feature on the loading post that was described
in Section III, which may be more or less favorable depending
on the fabrication technologies available to the designer and
the required value of intra-resonator coupling. For example, a
small value of intra-resonator coupling would require a small
and accurately sized feature to be added to the loading post that
could be outside the fabrication tolerances of some manufac-
turing techniques. However, a relatively large plated via could
be used to implement the same amount of intra-resonator cou-
pling if it is placed far enough away from the loading post. The
position of this via was determined through optimization in sim-
ulation using the method described in [33], and it has a similar
relationship to as the feature shown in Section III. The ex-
ternal coupling structures are on separate conductor layers to aid
in source-to-load out-of-band isolation, and their width is 1 mm.
As shown in Fig. 8, the aperture sweep angle was determined to
be 31° by the method presented in [30]. Simulated andmeasured
results of the two-pole filter will be shown in Section V.

B. Double-Resonator Dual-Band Bandpass Filter

This section will describe the design of a dual-band bandpass
filter with a two-pole 5.5% 3-dB fractional bandwidth But-
terworth filter at 2.5 GHz and a four-pole 2% 3-dB fractional
bandwidth Butterworth filter at 4.1 GHz using the fundamental
and degenerate modes of two intersecting parallel-plate wave-
guide loaded resonators. The resonators are similar to the one
described in Section IV-A, with coupling values and intra-res-
onator coupling structure physical implementation being the
only changes. A simulation model of the structure with relevant
geometrical properties labeled is shown in Fig. 9. Coupling
structure geometries were determined using ANSYS HFSS
simulation and the methods in [30] and [33]. In contrast to the
single resonator design described in Section IV-A, an additive
loading post feature was added to implement intra-resonator
coupling instead of a plated via. One other interesting aspect of
the design is that the resonators are physically rotated by 180°
with respect to each other, as was originally shown in [34].

Fig. 9. Simulation model of the double-resonator dual-band filter. Nominal
m.

Designing the filter in this way has two desirable consequences.
First, if coupling apertures are used to implement external
coupling as they are in this design, the apertures will be further
away from each other in space with this configuration. This
reduces source-to-load coupling and provides more attenuation
far away from the passbands of the filter. The second advantage
to rotating the resonators 180° with respect to each other is
that the fundamental and degenerate modes in both cavities
constructively couple, while the next spurious mode cancels.
This is a significant functional advantage that will be shown in
the measured results in Section V.
Photographs showing both sides of both the two-pole single-

resonator bandpass filter and the double-resonator dual-band
bandpass filter can be seen in Fig. 10. The circular piezoelec-
tric actuators can be seen in the top row of photographs with
bias lines removed for clarity. The actuators are attached to the
cavity resonators using silver epoxy. The plated vias that pro-
vide connection between the loading posts and the cavity walls,
as well as the mode-splitting via used in the two-pole single-res-
onator filter, can be seen in the bottom row of the photographs.

V. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS

The responses of the fabricated filters were measured using
an Agilent Technologies N5230C PNA. Bias voltages were
applied to the piezoelectric actuators using Keithley 2400
sourcemeters. Measured versus synthesized and full-wave
simulation results of the single-resonator two-pole filter can
be seen in Fig. 11. The measured fundamental mode is at 2.78
GHz and has 0.73-dB insertion loss. The fundamental mode
can be filtered with a high-pass filter if the two-pole dual-mode
response is all that is desired. Alternatively, a low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency between the fundamental and degen-
erate modes could be added between the ports of the filter
that would act as a shunt (bandstop) feed for the fundamental
mode and a series (bandpass) feed for the degenerate modes.
However, the fundamental mode is shown here to demonstrate
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Fig. 10. Photograph showing both sides of both the two-pole single-resonator
bandpass filter and the double-resonator dual-band bandpass filter.

the behavior of the new resonator structure. The measured
two-pole dual-mode response is at 4.45 GHz. It has 2.80-dB
insertion loss and a 3-dB bandwidth of 52 MHz, corresponding
to a fractional bandwidth of 1.2% (extracted ). The
measured first spurious mode is at 5.08 GHz and has 18.75-dB
insertion loss. This mode is undesired for this filter design, but
it will be shown that it can be cancelled in higher order filter
structures that use the proposed resonator. While the responses
in Fig. 11 match well, the largest difference is the location
of the transmission zero on the lower frequency side of the
dual-mode two-pole filter response. This transmission zero is
due to interaction of the apertures that provide external coupling
and each aperture slightly coupling to the adjacent degenerate
mode. These effects can be modeled in an
coupling matrix that corresponds to the coupling and routing
diagram in Fig. 7,

(12)
where was added to and to model the band-
width and quality factor for the fundamental and spuriousmodes
and was added to and to model the band-
width and quality factor for the degenerate modes. The matrix
in (12) was scaled to a center frequency of 2.783 GHz and a

Fig. 11. Full-wave simulated versus synthesized [with (12)] versus measured
results of the single-resonator dual-mode filter. Inset shows a magnified view of
the dual-mode passband.

Fig. 12. Measured results of the single-resonator dual-mode filter with a two-
pole response tunable about 4.5 GHz. Inset shows amagnified view of the tuning
performance of the dual-mode two-pole response.

bandwidth of 122.3 MHz to correspond to the measured funda-
mental mode parameters. Although the coupling matrix incor-
porates the narrowband approximation, it still serves as a useful
design tool here and describes the measured results well. Fig. 11
shows agreement between the synthesized and measured data.
The discrepancy in transmission zero location in the simulated
response could be attributed to slight manufacturing inaccura-
cies, differences between the simulation and benchtop environ-
ments, and features that were not simulated such as solder since
the coupling terms that most govern its location, , ,
and , are relatively small.
Fig. 12 shows measured results of the single-resonator two-

pole filter tuning over a frequency range of 4.35 to 4.65 GHz.
All four modes of interest are controlled by the same actuator,
but their tuning ranges are slightly different because the tunable
capacitance created by is a different percentage of the total ca-
pacitance associated with each mode. The shown 6.7% tuning
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Fig. 13. Measured and simulated results of the dual-resonator dual-band filter
with a two-pole response tunable about 2.5 GHz and a four-pole response tun-
able about 4.1 GHz. Measured results are shown with solid lines, and simulated
results are shown with dashed lines.

range of the degenerate modes is much less than the octave or
more tuning range that is common with highly loaded coaxial
cavity filters. The cause is that a larger gap was used be-
tween the loading post and top wall of the cavity in this design
(80 m) in order to achieve the coupling coefficients for the
desired filter bandwidth, making the center frequency less sen-
sitive to small changes in . Increasing this gap trades tuning
range with a certain amount of actuator displacement for higher
resonator impedance, higher power handling [35], and higher
quality factor [23]. In a design with a larger , an actuator with a
larger range of physical motion could be used to achieve a wider
tuning range. It is also worth noting that if all four modes are
to be tuned together with a single actuator, the flexible copper
membrane above the loading post must be relatively flat for a
given or the degenerate modes will tune at different rates. A
larger helps to mitigate this requirement.
Fig. 13 shows measured and simulated results for the double-

resonator dual-band filter with a two-pole response that is tun-
able about 2.5 GHz and a four-pole filter that is tunable about
4.1 GHz. The two-pole response has an insertion loss of 1.26 dB
and a 3-dB fractional bandwidth of 5.9%, and the four-pole re-
sponse has an insertion loss of 3.34 dB and a 3-dB fractional
bandwidth of 2.1% (extracted ). Both measured re-
sponses are slightly overcoupled compared to their simulated
results as can be seen in the return-loss response plotted in the
insets of Fig. 13, but they still prove the concept of using mul-
tiple parallel-plate waveguide loaded coaxial cavity resonators
to design higher order filter responses. As described above, the
first spurious mode cancels when the resonators are oriented as
they are in Fig. 9, and the first spurious mode cannot be seen
in two of the three responses shown in Fig. 13. However, the
spurious mode starts to appear as the resonances are tuned to
slightly offset frequencies, as can be seen in the lowest fre-
quency response in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13 shows measurement data up to 10 GHz in order to

show the second spurious mode of the structure. This mode is

due to static features of the cavity and corresponds to the geom-
etry between the loading post and the outer wall of the cavity.
It was not a focus of this design, but the spurious mode can
be moved higher in frequency or otherwise manipulated by re-
moving or altering the dielectric material between the loading
post and the outer wall of the cavity. While the mode looks like
it is close to being critically coupled such that it could enable a
triple-band response, this is a coincidence in this design. How-
ever, methods of manipulating coupling for this mode indepen-
dent of the coupling for other modes used for filtering could be
possible and will be the subject of future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

A dual-mode resonator suitable for creating dual-mode
and/or dual-band filter responses has been shown. The structure
used a multi-section loading structure in a highly loaded coaxial
cavity to create degenerate modes that do not exist in typical
highly loaded coaxial cavities. An analytical model of the struc-
ture was developed that can accurately predict the frequencies
of the resonances over the proposed design space relative to
full-wave simulation. A single-resonator two-pole filter and a
double-resonator dual-band filter were designed and fabricated
using the new structure to prove the concept. The proposed
dual-mode resonator combines some of the compactness and
tuning capability of previous planar dual-mode/dual-band
filters while maintaining a that approaches those of static
cavity and dielectric resonator filters. Additionally, the new
dual-mode resonator enables the design of dual-mode filters
with resonances that tune together with a single actuator.
The combination of relatively high and reduced tuning
complexity make the proposed dual-mode resonator a unique
solution for future microwave systems.
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